
Sunglass lenses with NeoContrastTM Sunglass lenses without NeoContrastTM

Increases your ability to take in our 
spectacular visual world.

An innovation in sunglass lenses
You’ll see a world you’ve never seen before.

  NeoContrastTM

lens technology



NeoContrastTM makes vision clearer and colors more vivid. 
New NeoContrastTM with sunglass lens functionality.

Technology

Lens Material

Products offering various combined functions

The NeoContrastTM technology decreases glare by selectively blocking specific wavelengths. Objects 
appear clearer and brighter in color.

• Available for premium high refractive index MRTMseries.

• Available for both prescription and nonprescription lenses (refractive index 1.60, 1.67). 

*MR
TM

series materials make it possible to produce thin, light lenses, even for strong prescriptions.

Photochromic

Color lens

Polarized

UV and high-energy visible 
(HEV) light blocking

Recommended especially for marine 
activities like fishing and watersports.

- Incorporates water-resistant PET polarized film.- Easy care.-  Combines polarization and NeoContrastTM

  technology for even clearer vision.

Protects eyes not just from glare, but from 
short-term and long-term eye damage 
resulting from exposure to sunlight. 

- Blocks 100% of UV light.   -  Blocks HEV light up to 420 nm—light that 
  reaches the retina after passing through the
  cornea and lens.

Protects your eyes from glare, both day 
and night.

-  Can be worn both indoors and outdoors, 
  day or night.*1

*1 The lens will impart a slight bluish tint indoors and in dim lighting.- Reduces the glare of bright headlights and
  neon lights when driving and at night.-  Combination with NeoContrastTM technology
  results in vivid colors, even when the lens
  darkens. 

Select an ideal lens color 
depending on your intended 
activity and typical l ight 
conditions. NeoContrastTM is 
compatible with all colors 
and provides clearer vision.

NeoContrast, UV+420cut, the UV+420cut logo, UrbanPola and SunSensors are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Mitsui Chemicals, Inc. in Japan and/or other countries.

http://www.mitsuichem.com/special/mr/index.htm
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Darkening
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